Individual embryonic fibroblasts express multiple beta chains in association with the alpha v integrin subunit. Loss of beta 3 expression with cell confluence.
The alpha chain of the vitronectin receptor, alpha v, has been found in association with the integrin subunits beta 1, beta 3, or beta 5 on different cell types. We show here that cultured embryonic fibroblasts simultaneously display alpha v beta 3, alpha v beta 1, and alpha v in association with two other beta subunits, one of which is probably beta 5. Polymerase chain reaction analysis of single cells isolated by micromanipulation identified mRNA for alpha v, beta 1, beta 3, and beta 5 in six of eight clones. Immunoprecipitation of iodinated cell surface proteins with a monoclonal antibody to alpha v indicated that the relative proportions of the different beta chains in association with alpha v varied, particularly between two different cell lines. The cytokines platelet-derived growth factor, transforming growth factor beta 1, and tumor necrosis factor alpha did not appear to alter this ratio although tumor necrosis factor alpha increased the surface expression of the alpha v-associated integrins; but overnight culture in basic fibroblast growth factor caused a lower expression of alpha v beta 1 and alpha v beta 5 with no reduction in alpha v beta 3 expression. When the cell cultures were grown to complete confluence, surface expression of beta 3 was abolished, and the expression of an unknown beta chain (beta u) became more prominent. This effect was not overcome by culturing confluent cells with basic fibroblast growth factor. Affinity column chromatography showed that alpha v beta 5 bound to vitronectin but alpha v beta 1 did not, whereas alpha v beta 1 but not alpha v beta 5 bound to fibronectin. These results suggest that, on individual cells, the beta subunits found in association with alpha v may vary according to the proliferative capacity of the cell and that the promiscuous beta 3 subunit is progressively replaced by beta subunits of individual ligand specificity.